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take, however, to suppose that progress was impossible under
the open-field system* though the opportunities for improve-
ment were restricted. To give an example: turnips were
sown in the common fields at Linton (Cambridgeshire) even
in the seventeenth century 2. In many common fields the
occupiers agreed to sow artificial grasses instead of suffering
the ground to he fallow, and for this purpose they sometimes
substituted a four-field for a three-field system 3. Moreover
common-field husbandry preserved the land from ' growing
worse ': in some cases the produce of a village in corn and
stock actually diminished after it was enclosed4. Hence
the saying : " Severalty makes a good farmer better and a
bad one worse " 5.
The popular attitude towards enclosures depended upon Object of
the object for which they were made. While one section ofgnclosures-
opinion considered all enclosures as ' sinful' 6, it was more
usual to discriminate between those intended to promote
better methods of tillage, and those accompanied by the
conversion of arable into pasture and the depopulation of
the country-side. The former enlisted general approval:
the latter were almost as generally condemned. It is rare
to find a writer with the thesis that " Cain and Abel may
very well agree in the commonwealth, the ploughman and
shepherd part the enclosures betwixt them "7. This gives
particular importance to the question as to the nature of the
enclosures after the middle of the sixteenth century. It has
known to Ashley, who said that in it " appear the germs of most of
the ' liberal ideas ' of the better known writings of the end of the century "
(Surveys Historic and Economic, 279). Houghton disclosed his identity in
Husbandry and Trade Improv'd (ed. 1728), iv. 99 (also p. 63). On the
benefits of enclosure, see also Fortrey, England's Interest and Improvement
(1663), 16.
1 Clark, Agriculture of Herefordshire (1794),  70, described common
fields as ' an insurmountable obstacle to all improvement'.
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T. Davis, Agriculture of Wiltshire (1794), 43. In Oxfordshire agree-
ment among the farmers was said to be rarer: R. Davis, Agriculture oj
Oxfordshire (1794). n.
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